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TAKE A MOMENT
ACKNOWLEDGE FEELINGS

What we can and cannot control
Give yourself and everyone grace
"The antidote to fear is practice"

 



WHO AM I?
JESSICA CLOUD

20 years of fundraising experience
CFRE and MA
Day job but I blog, train, and consult on the side
Work-from-home fundraiser 
Former homeschool mama
Lived through an EF-4 tornado hitting my home and
the university I worked for (all while holding 3
positions at the same time)



WHAT IS A CRISIS?
WHEN YOU CAN'T OPERATE NORMALLY

"A crisis is not necessarily a disaster. When
handled in a timely and effective way, a crisis can
actually become an opportunity to gain
competitive advantage, to build trust and
confidence, and move the organization forward in
achieving its goals." 
- Katie Garcia of Athene Strategies



Donor Crisis Communication

Be in contact!

NEAR

Leverage technology to remain in
touch with your donors. Use social

media, email, and other, more
traditional means of

communication to stay in touch.

Express Gratitude

DEAR

For major donors, video-
conference, good old-fashioned

phone calls, and hand-written cards
(don't lick them closed, please!) all

go a long way.

Be clear, open & honest

CLEAR

Donors need to know the reality of
any crisis and how it  is affecting

your mission. Organizational
leadership must put out meaningful

statements about the crisis.



Sensitivity
Some folks are advocating a complete halt to fundraising right
now. I disagree. There are ways to be sensitive and smart at the
same time. 
 
For example, you may know of specific donors who have been
affected by COVID-19, if so you can create a Temporary Do Not
Solicit or Temporary Do Not Contact code for them (6-12
months, perhaps). 
 
You can also block entire segments of your constituency who
are potentially impacted, by excluding certain ZIP codes from
solicitation for an appropriate time period. 



RECOVERY GIVING DAYS
If you cannot solicit right now, consider holding a
Giving Day later focused on recovery from this crisis
(or any crisis). Start planning it now. 
 
Example: Campus Beautification Day of Giving



VIRTUAL
EVENTS
WHO IS PIONEERING?

Upaya's Virtual Gala
Raised $285,000 (had a $200,000 goal)
Powered by Classy
 
Longy's School of Music 
Raised $182,000 out of a $350,000 goal
Powered by Give Lively
 
My experience taking an event virtual this past
Sunday



RELIEF FUNDS Relief funds help people directly and donors love to
participate in projects with this kind of impact

GIVING THROUGH NOT TO

Before launching the fundraising, think through how
you'll present what the funds are going to be
utilized. How will people apply for funds? Who will
adjudicate the awarding process?

DESIGN THE PROCESS FOR AWARDING

You must have a plan for (when appropriate) telling
the stories of those you helped so donors know how
the funds were put to use.

THINK ABOUT STEWARDSHIP



Planning for the Unexpected

Review disaster
protocols (weather-
related, active
shooter, pandemic,
etc.) twice per year.
Cross train staff for
essential functions.
Have an up-to-date
cell phone list for all
staff and partners. 

REVIEW PLANS
AS A TEAM

Each region has
certain disasters that
are likely for that
location. California
has earthquakes. The
Gulf South has
hurricanes. What
disasters are likely in
your area? How
prepared are you?

YOUR
DISASTERS

Does everyone have
laptops? Can
everyone access files
via the web? Do you
have video
conference
technology? Does
everyone on staff
know how to utilize
it?

MAKE IT EASY
TO REMOTE

Don't rely on the
digital backups only.
Have every staff
member once or
twice per year put all
their work files on a
thumb drive and
store those
somewhere off-site
(like the CEOs home).

BACK UP FILES
AND DATA



WORK-FROM-HOME AND
HOMESCHOOLING

TIME BOUNDARIES SELF CARE



QUESTIONS?
 



TAKEAWAYS

Give yourself and everyone grace.
Exercise and do spiritual self care.
Acknowledge your feelings about

this crisis. 

SELF CARE
Keep in contact with donors. Let

them know how grateful you are for
their support. Be clear about the

impact of the crisis.

NEAR - DEAR - CLEAR

Donors love to support relief funds,
but take the time to think through

the entire process for purpose,
awarding, and stewardship.

RELIEF FUNDS

Use virtual events to innovate. Use
video conferencing to reach out to
major donors. Use email and social

media to connect broadly.

LEVERAGE TECHNOLOGY

Consider planning a recovery giving
day when the crisis passes. Plan

for it now, especially if you are
disallowed from fundraising now.

PLAN FOR RECOVERY
Build planning for the unexpected
into your office culture. Back up
files offsite. Review protocols

regularly. Embrace remote work.

THE UNEXPECTED



ACTION ITEMS

A crisis handled well can bring your
constiuents closer to you. Keep you

donors near, dear, and clear.

VIEW THIS AS AN
OPPORTUNITY

Think through the entire process
for relief funds through the

awarding process. Consider a
giving day for recovery later.

PLAN FOR RELIEF
AND RECOVERY

When things return to normal,
advocate for preparedness

planning to be part of your office
culture.

PLAN FOR
PREPAREDNESS



Connect with Me!

@jcloudrealdeal 
Tweet me questions and

interesting articles!

TWITTER
Follow Real Deal Fundraising  page
or join the group Real Deal Annual

Giving.

FACEBOOK
Connect with Jessica Cloud
directly or request to join the

Phonathon Manager's Forum group

LINKEDIN



FINAL QUESTIONS?
 



Connect with Me!

@jcloudrealdeal 
Tweet me questions and

interesting articles and stuff!

TWITTER
Follow Real Deal Fundraising  page
or join the group Real Deal Annual

Giving

FACEBOOK
Connect with Jessica Cloud
directly or request to join the

Phonathon Manager's Forum group

LINKEDIN


